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13 Graduates Who Received Top Certificates Set Models for Freshmen
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Shenzhen Institute of Information Technology (SZIIT) held an opening ceremony for

the new semester yesterday afternoon, during which Professor Sun Yong, President

of SZIIT, gave “the first class of the new semester” named “new start in endeavor

during youth” for over 5,700 freshmen. At the beginning of the ceremony, 13

graduates who got top certificates were rewarded to set models for freshmen and

encourage them to study hard.

At the opening ceremony, Liu Jin, Secretary of the Party Committee of SZIIT, Sun Yong,

President of SZIIT, and other leaders presented awards for representatives of

outstanding students. Five freshmen with excellent results in the college entrance

examination received a prize of RMB 10,000 each, and nine students received a

scholarship of RMB 5,000 each. Noticeably, 13 graduates of the class 2018 who won

top certificates (HCIE certificate, CCIE certificate, etc.) returned to school and

received a prize of RMB 15,000 each. The move is to encourage freshmen to study

hard, improve practical and efficient professional skills, and prepare for exams to

receive top certificates in their specialties and make them competitive when finding

a job.

How will students achieve great progress and yield results during university?

President Sun Yong sent three sentences to freshmen: First, mentally, they should be

more responsible and diligent and set clear targets; second, they should get along

with and help each other and face up to hardships; third, they should explore

innovative methods and develop excellent personal quality.

This year, SZIIT’s minimal admission score for liberal arts and science remained

steady while on the rise, with the minimal admission score for liberal arts 18 points

higher than the minimal university admission score. There are 5,704 freshmen of the

class 2018, of which there are 293 students who will receive a bachelor program



launched by SZIIT in cooperation with Guangdong Polytechnic Normal University,

with the number of enrolled students keeping rising.


